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In this paper we give an eight term exact sequence associated with a group extension in a
variety of groups, in the case of the module of coefficients having no trivial structure on the
kernel of the extension. Examples of this sequence are given, finding results obtained by other
people.
Introduction
It is well known that if N f+7 G~ Q is a group extension and A a (left)
G-module, then the sequence
o-. n'; Q, AN) ---? H i ( G, A) ---? H\N, A)Q
---? H\Q, A N ) ---? H 2(G, A)
is an exact and natural sequence. Gut and Stammbach [2], in the case that N acts
trivially on A (Le., A is a Q-module), get another term, and Ratcliffe [11]
prolongs the sequence to eight terms. Huebschmann [5] prolongs the sequence to
eight terms, but in the case of no trivial structure, with
where Xpext( G, N; A) represents the abelian group of the similarity classes of
crossed pairs. Cheng and Wu [1], also get the former sequence usingpseudoexten-
sions.
In this paper we shall achieve an eight term exact sequence associated with a
group extension in an arbitrary variety Vof groups, in the case of the module of
coefficients having no trivial structure on the kernel of the extension. This
problem has been studied by Leedham-Green and McKay [7], in the case of
trivial structure.
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Section 1 of this paper contains the definitions of a crossed pair and
Xpext(G, N; A) introduced by Huebschmann [5].
In Section 2 we define a crossed pair in relation to a variety V of groups, and
we introduce the abelian group Vpext(G, N; A), which is a generalization of the
Xpext(G, N; A) of Huebschmann.
In Section 3 we show the exactness of the eight term sequence relative to a
variety Y. Let N~ G --f7 Q be a group extension, G E V, and let A be a
YO-module, then the sequence
o~B\Q, AN)~B\G, A)~Bl(N, A)Q~V\Q, AN)
~ yl(O, A)~ Vpext(G, N; A)~ V 2(Q, AN)~ y 2(G, A)
is exact and natural.
In Section 4 we give examples of the above sequence. In particular, we obtain
the results of Huebschmann [5], Ratcliffe [11], etc., for V= Gr, the variety of all
groups; and for V arbitrary and A a VQ-module, Leedham-Green and McKay's
sequence (7]. Finally, for Y arbitrary and A a VG-module, we obtain a six term
exact sequence, that for V = Gr and A a Q-module is the one introduced by Gut
and Stammbach in [2]. We also study the cases V= Ab and Y= Abq •
1. Preliminaries
We recall some of the material of [5] which will be indispensable for the
understanding of the present paper.
Let X be a group and A a (left) X-module. We denote by Aut(X, A) the
subgroup of Aut(X) x Aut(A) that consists of pairs (cP, 0") of automorphisms cP of
X and 0" of A such that O"(x' a) == <p(x)' O"(a), x E X, a E A, and we call
Aut(X, A) the group of automorphisms of the pair (X, A). Let Xo: X ~ Aut X x
Aut A be the obvious map given by Xo(x) = (ix' [J, x E X, where ix is the
corresponding inner automorphism and lx the action of X on A, lxCa) = x· a. It is
obtained that Aut(X, A) is the normaliser of Xo(X) in Aut X x Aut A. Let
Out(X, A) = Aut(X, A) /Xo(X) and call it the group of outer automorphisms of
the pair (X, A). .
Let us consider a group extension N~ G~ Q. Let A be a G-module where we
do not assume that the induced action of N on A is trivial. The group extension
furnishes us a homomorphism x: G~Aut(N, A) given by X(g) = (ig, 19), g E G,
where ig is the conjugation, and Ig the action of G on A. We denote
AutaCN, A) = X(G), the image of X, and we remark that X induces the standard
action of Q on the cohomology groups H*(N, A), Q~Out(N,A)4
Aut(H*(N, A), where tfJ([ <p, 0"]) = (J' *(<p -1)*, (cP, 0") E Aut(N, A) and co is the
outer action of Q on the pair (N, A).
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Consider an extension e: A~ E":" N, with abelian kernel A, where we assume
that conjugation in E induces that action of N on A which is obtained by
restricting the operators from G to N. Let AutA(E) denote the group of
automorphisms of E which map A to itself, and we consider the homomorphism
ho:AutA(E)~ Aut(N,A) given by ho(a) = (aN' aA), 0 E AutA(E), where aN
and aA denote the induced automorphisms of N and A, respectively. If Aut~(E)
denotes the preimage of Auto(N, A), we have a homomorphism
he :Aut~(E)-7Auto(N, A) which is determined bye. Ker he = ker ho=
Der(N, A), where the inner derivations are identified with the inner automor-
phisms i; of E, a E A. Moreover, the map he is surjective, if and only if the class
[e]EHZ(N,A) is a member of H\N,A)Q. So, to every e such that [e]E
H\N, A)Q, we associate the extension Der(N, A)-t+? Aut~(E)- Auto(N, A). If
Auto(e) denotes the fibre product Aut~(E) X AU1a(N,A)G, we obtain the extension
eo:Der(N, A)-t+?Auto(e)+-? G. There is an obvious map (d, f3, i):e~eG' where
d sends a E A to the inner derivation da , f3(x) = u.. 1T(X)), X E E, and i is the
inclusion. Moreover, (E, Auto(e), (3) is a crossed module, with the obvious
action. If Outo(e) denotes the cokernel of f3, we obtain the extension
The class [e] E H\Q, H 1(N, A») depends only on [e] E H 2(N, A)Q. The map
H 2(N, A)Q-i> HZ(Q, H\N, A), [e] I-? [e] is a homomorphism of groups and
describes the differential dz :E~'z~ E~,l of the corresponding Lyndon-Hoch-
schild-Serre spectral sequence, and the transgressive elements are the classes of
extensions e for which e splits.
A crossed pair (e, 1/1) with respect to the group extension and the G-module A
consists of an extension e of A by N, the class of which is fixed under Q such that
the corresponding extension esplits, together with a section t/J, !/J: Q-i> Outo(e) of
e.
In the special case that N acts trivially on A (i.e., A is a Q-module), t/J induces a
homorphism G~AutG(e)-7Aut E such that (E, G, i7T) is a crossed module.
Let (el> !/Jl) and (ez, !/Jz) be two crossed pairs with respect to the group
extension and the G-module A. We shall say that (e., !/Jl) and (ez, !/Jz) are similar
if there is a morphism (1, A, 1): e1~ ez of extensions such that
(A, aJ: (El , AutO(e l ) , (31)- (Ez, Auto(ez), (32) is a morphism of crossed mod-
ules preserving the crossed pair structures, i.e., if wA : OutO(e1 )~ Outo(ez)
denotes the map induced by aA, then WA!/Jl = !/Jz, where aA(a, g) = (ei, g), ei(x)·=
A(o(A-\x») , xE E2> (a, g) E AutO(e 1 ) . It is obvious that the similarity of
crossed pairs is an equivalence relation, which generalizes that of extensions. The
set of similarity classes will be denoted by Xpext(G, N; A).
Proposition 1.1 (Huebschmann). (a) Any G-module homomorphism T: A -7 A'
induces a map T*:Xpext(G,N;A)-i>Xpext(G,N;A'), given by T*[e,t/J]=
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['Te, 'T!fr], where -re is the extension induced by 'T, (note that Huebschmann's
construction is mistaken, in [5], since he must use the semidirect product instead of
the direct product) and 'T.p = wTt/J, where WT is the map induced between
Outo(e)-+ Outo('Te).
(b) Similarly, any morphism 4>: (N'~ G/ -17 Q/)-+ (N~ G-17Q) of extensions
induces a map 4>* :Xpext(G, N; A)-+Xpext(G', N'; A) given by 4>*[e,.p] =
[e4>, !fr<P], where e<p is the extension induced by ep, t/Jep = w"'(j;"', where w<l> is the
map induced between Outo,(e)-+Outo,(eep), Out.; (e) = Outo(e) xQQ' and
(j;</>: Q-+ Outo,(e) is the map induced by !fr and ep, and G' acts on A via <p. 0
The Baer sum of two similarity classes [e., t/Jl] and [e2 , t/J2] with respect to the
group extension N~ G-17 Q and the G-module A is defined by the class
['V(e l X ez).6 , 'V(.pl X .p2)6], where 'V(e l x e2)6 is the usual Baer sum of exten-
sions.
Therefore, Xpext(G, N; A) has the structure of an abelian group, where the 0
is represented by (e,, .po), es denotes the split extension and t/Jo is the section
induced by the canonical section of es' and (- e, !fr) represents the negative of the
class of (e, 1jI).
We note that the group Xpext(G, N; A) is naturally isomorphic to the group
Sext~(N, A) [1], of pseudo G-extensions introduced by Cheng and -Wu. In the
special case that N acts trivially on A, the group Xpext(G, N; A) is then the
group XextaCN, A) [11] of G-crossed extensions introduced by Ratcliffe.
2. Crossed pairs relative to a variety
Let V be a variety of groups (full subcategory of Gr which is closed under
taking subobjects, quotient objects and arbitrary categorical products). We say
that X is a VG-group (or a VG-module if X is abelian) if it satisfies the following
equivalent conditions:
(i) V(XXI G) c G
(ii) X ~ V*(X XI G), where V and V* denote the verbal and V-marginal
subgroups of a group.
Given a group extension N~ G~ Q, G E V and a VG-module A, we call
Vpext(G, N; A) the subset of Xpext (G, N; A) consisting of similarity classes of
crossed pairs (e, t/J), such that E is a VAutG(e)-group, where e is the extension
e: A~E~N. The subset Vpext(G, N; A) is well defined, i.e., if (ep.pl) E Vpext
(G, N; A), [el , lJIl] = [e2, .p2], then (e2 , .p2) E Vpext(G, N; A); it is a consequence
of (A, aA) : (El , AutO(e l ) , ,81)-+ (E2 , AutO(e2 ) , (32) which is a morphism of
crossed modules, and from the following diagram:
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Proposition 2.1. Vpext(G, N; A) is a subgroup of Xpext(G, N; A).
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Proof. If [e,«/1]EVPext(G,N;A), then [-e,l/1], is obvious. Let [el'l/11] and
[ez' l/12] be elements of Vpext(G, N; A). Since «E1 x E2 )L., AutO(e1 x ez),Ab,f3 )~ (E1 X £2' Auta(e1) x Auta<e2 ) , (3) and «E1 x E2 )L., AutO(e1 x ez),
jjb,)~ (V(E1 x E2 )6., AutaC'V(e1x e2 )L.) , Vf36.) are morphisms of crossed
modules, we have the following commutative diagram:
---~I)G
Now V«E1XIAutaCe1)) x £2 XI Auta(e2 ) ) = V«E1 x E2) XI Auta(e1) x AutaCe2 ) )
= V(E1 XI AutO(e1)) x V(E2 XIAuta(e2 )) ~ Auta(e1) x AutO(e2 ) , since [el , «/1J E
Vpext(G, N; A), i = 1,2. Therefore £1 X £2 is a V(Aut a(e1) x Auto(ez))-
group and thus (E 1 x E2 )6. is a VAuta<e1 x ez)-group.
The map Der(N x N, AEBA)~Der(N,AEBA)~Der(N,A) given by
d~ VdL. is surjective, since given 8 E Der(N, A) the derivation dE Der(N x
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N, A EB A), den, n') = (8n, 0), n, n' EN, satisfies \ld6. = 8. Thus, the morphism
Auta(el x ez)~ Auta((e l X ez)6.)~ Auta (\l(e l X ez).6) is surjective. Then we
have the following commutative diagram with surjective vertical morphisms:
3. Fundamental exact sequence
Theorem 3.1. Given a group extension N-L, G~ Q, G E V and a VG-module A,
the sequence
O~Hl(Q, AN)~H\G, A)~Hl(N,A)Q~Vl(Q, AQN)
InE 1 j Do 2 N Inf 2 )~V (G,A)~Vpext(G,N;A)~V (Q, A )~V (G,A
is exact and natural in both variables.
Proof. The exactness in the first two steps is known, where Inf and Res denote
the maps inflation and restriction, respectively.
Exactness at H\N, A)Q. We shall use the following identifications: HteN, A)Q =
Ext~N(Z, A)Q, Hl(G, A) = Ext~a(Z, A) and V\Q, AN) with equivalence classes
of singular extensions AN~ E~ Q, such that E E V.
Let the extension e:A~L~Z be of ZG-modules representing [e]E
n'io, A). AN~ Outo(e)~ Q represents 6. Res[e], where Outo(e) =
Auta(e)/N, and Auto (e) is the normaliser of N in Auta(e) , Auto(e) =
Aut~L x AUlaAG, [5]. Moreover, Auto(e) E V, since Auta(e) is a subgroup of
A XI G, and hence Outo(e) E V. The structure of G~module of L induces a section
s for A~Auta(e)~G, such that s(N)=N; and therefore sections for
AN _ Auta(e)~ G a~d AN~ OutG(e)~ Q.' Suppose e: A ~M~ Z of ZN-
modules represents [e] E HteN, A)Q with L.[e] = O. The section s of
AN _ Outa(e) ~Q is raised to a section So of Auto(e)~ G. Thus, we have
G~Auto(e) _Aut~M~AutAM, and therefore the assertion.
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Exactness at y 1(Q, AN). If the extension e: AN ffio E- Q, E E Y represents
[e] E y 1(Q, AN), then Inf([e]) = [Affio E~ _ G] E y 1(G, A), where E P = E xQG
and E~ = A XI EPIA N E Y since A is a YEP-group.
Let e:AH-M-Z of ZN-modules representing [e]EH1(N,A)Q. Now, we
have Outo(e)p = Outo(e) X Q G = Auto (e) and Outo(e)~ = A XI AutG(e) IAN =
Auto(e). Since M = A EEl Z as abelian groups, the morphism G~ AutAM given
by s(g) = Sg' sg(a, z) = (g. a, z), g E G, a E A, z E Z, induces a section of
Auto(e).
Suppose e:AffioE-G, [e]Ey1(G, A ) with Inf([e]) =0. Let the derivation
d: G~E~~A, where q is the canonical derivation ofAxIG-A. Identifying
diN with fd E HomN(IN, A) and computing the pushout M of fd and the inclusion
IN H- ZN in the category of ZN-modules, we get [A~ M _ Z] E H 1(N , A)Q,
since he:Aut~ M - AutGA is surjective [5]. Moreover, EP = Auto(e) and hence
the assertion.
Exactness at yl(G, A). If the extension e: Affio E- G, E E Y represents [e] E
yl(G, A), then j([e]) = [eN' I/IQ]' where eN: Affio E i - N, and I/IQ: Q~OutG(e N)
is a section induced by the conjugation in s'. E i is a YE-group and hence a
YAutG(eN)-group.
Let e: AN ffio E _ Q be a singular extension, E E V, representing [e] E
Y\Q, AN). The diagram
N
r
----..
---;--...,----.
~A Ne:A II ~ E . I)
" 1 t· r
-, ~~P~lp~ll1
~ t ~Ell +
e'AN II· E I)Q.-~~
A
gives us a section (T: N H- E for e. If M is the normaliser of cr(N) en E~, then
M::J EP and its image by q is G. Therefore, by [5, Proposition 3.3], j Inf([e]) = O.
Suppose e: A ffio E- G singular extension, E E Y, representing [e] E V 1(G, A)
with jere]) = [eN' l/IQ] = O. Then there is a section (T: N~ E that induces
4Ju: G~Auto(e)/c(A) where cPu is the map associated with l/Iu = 1/10' If ~ is the
normaliser of (T(N) in E, then M maps onto G and An M = AN = A n ZE~ Since
E E V, M /cr(N) E V, hence [AN~M /(T(N) _ Q] E V 1(Q, AN) and Inf[ A ~ M /
(J'(N)- Q] = eel.
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Exactness at Vpext(G, N; A). Let [e, 1/1] E Vpext(G, N; A) and AN~
E~ Auto(e)-- Outo(e) the exact sequence associated to the crossed pair. Raised
by r/J that sequence means pullback, we get [e",] E V 2(Q, AN), since E is a
VAuta(e)"'-group and V(Auto(e)"') centralizes E.
Let e: A +H> E-- G be a singular extension, E E V, representing [e] E V 1(G, A).
The conjugation induces a morphism x:E~ Auto(eN ) '" that gives rise to the
commutative diagram
The bottom sequence represents °E V 2(Q, AN) [7].
Let [e, 1/1] E Vpext(G, N; A) such that 6([e, 1/1]) = [e",] = 0. By the characteri-
zation of the 0, there is an extension E~ E' -- Q, E' E V, such that the diagram
where (1, X):(E, E', i')~(E,Auto(e)"', (3"') is a morphism of crossed modules.
Therefore E'~ Auto (e)'"~Auto(e)-- G is a surjective morphism and the left
square below is a pullback:
E~E'~Q
J-. ~ II
N~G~Q
Exactness at V 2( Q, AN). Let e: A N~ B~ C __ Q be a 2-special extension repre-
senting [e] E V 2( Q, AN). Inf([e]) =[A~ B'1~ CP -- Q], where the extension is
obtained of the diagram of pullback and semidirect pushout
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CP and BTJ E V, since BTJ = A X BIAN • Moreover, V«A x B) Xl CP) ~
V(A XI CP) X V(B XI CP) = 1 and V«A X BIAN ) XI CP) = V«A X B) Xl CPIAN )
= 1, thus B is a Vep·group.
Given (e, l/F] E Vpext(G, N; A) we have the following commutative diagram:
AN
/1
A II l E ------+-) N
1 + II
c(A) \I l (3(E) I ) N
,! !
Auto (e)'"----?Auta(e) --t-'> G
~!
The extension AN~ A~Auto(e)"'- Q which represents an element of
V 2(Q, AN) is equivalent to p*(e",) and thus Inf«(e, t/J]) = 1h(p*(e",)] = 0, by the
universality of the pushout.
Reciprocally, given (e] E V 2( Q, AN) such that Inf«(e]) =0, we have thefollow-
ing commutative diagram with exact rows:
e:A~E-Nt- 11 i
B -It---? E - G
lIT! s 1 II
A~ B ----? C" -----+;. Gf 11 ±
BIAN -u----... C-Q
(1, s) is a morphism of crossed modules and the action of Eon B coincides with
the induced via ts. Hence the conjugation in E induces a structure of crossed
module in B X E that yields the 2-special extension
B N A
e : A +I----,) B X E-E----& Q.
Moreover, .0.([e, $]) = reB] = (e], (5], and E is a VAuto(e)-group since it is a
yeP_group.
In order to prove the naturality of the sequence, we shall only indicate that of
H 1(N, A)Q~V 1(Q, AN), since the naturality of the maps Inf and Res is well
known, and that of the maps j: V 1(G, A)~Vpext(G, N; A) and
.0.: Vpext(G, N; A)~V 2( Q, AN) is analogous to [5]. 0
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Proposition 3.2. Let T: A~ A' be a homomorphism of VG-modules. Then the
diagram
is commutative.
Proof. Let e: A ~M -l+ Z be an extension of ZN-modules representing [e1E
H 1(N, A)Q, and let re : A' ~M T - Z be the extension induced by T. We have a
homomorphism of groups t. :Aut~(M)~Aut~(M.T) induced by the universality
of the pushout; t. induces f2:AutG(e)~ AutG(-re) such that f2(N) = N. Thus we
have a morphism between the normalisers and hence a morphism
f: Outa<e)~OutG(-re) that makes the following diagram commutative:
Hence T*([e]) = L1([Te]). 0
Proposition 3.3. Let ¢ be a morphism of extensions
'"(N'~G'-l+Q')~(N~G-Q), G,G'EV,
and let A be a YO-module. Then the diagram
H 1(N, A)Q A. V 1( Q, AN)
~'l ~'l
Ji\N', A)i2'~V1( Q ', AN')
is commutative.
Proof. Let e: A ~M -l+ Z be of ZN-modules (and therefore of ZN' -modules via
¢) representing [e] E H 1(N, A)Q. ¢*«e]) = [e], and the diagram
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yields a morphism f: S.- AutG(e</» such that feN) = N'. Hence we have a
homomorphism T.- OutG(e</» that makes the following diagram commutative:
AN \I )T I)Q'
I~N" I~AN'~TIA~N'/ L// ~
A II ) Outo(e</» I) Q'
By the universality of the semidirect pushout, we have the assertion. 0
4. Examples
Example 4.1. Let N~G~ Q be a group extension, G E V and let A be a
VQ-module, i.e., A is a VN-module with trivial action. In this case, the extension
e:A~E- N, where [e, 0/] E Vpext(G, N; A), is central, i.e., A is a central
subgroup of E. Thus, Auto (e) /c(A) = Auto (e) , and we have a section for
Auto(e)- G. Hence, E is a VG-group. In this case Vpext(G, N; A) coincides
with the group V 1( p , A) of Leedham-Green and McKay [7], and the fundamen-
tal exact sequence corresponds to the one obtained in [7].
Example 4.2. Let N j." G~ Q be a group extension, G E V. N XI G E V since N is
a VG-group. We consider the morphism of extensions, in the variety V:
N -tt--------N XI G
II Jt
N \1 )G
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where fen, g) = ng, n E N, g E G. Let A be a VG-module, and therefore a
V(N XI G)-module, where the action of N xl G on A is via f. Applying the
naturality of the fundamental exact sequence to the above morphism of exten-
sions, we get that the sequence
O-,)oR1( Q , AN)~ H 1(G, A)~B 1(N , A)Q~ V 1(Q, AN)
~ V 1(G, A)~Vpext(N XI G, N; A)
is exact and natural.
In the special case that A is a VQ-module, we get that the above sequence is
0-.,. R 1(Q, A)~H\G, A)~HomQ(Nab'A)~V 1( Q, A)
~ V 1(G, A)~Coker(V1(G,A)~V 1(N XI G, A»
The above sequence prolongs. the one obtained by Stammbach [13], where
V 1(q, A) =Coker (V 1(G, A)~V\N XI G, A».
Example 4.3. Let V= Gr be the variety of all groups and let A be a G-module.
Then the group Vpext(G, N; A) coincides with the group Xpext(G, N; A) intro-
duced by Huebschmann, and the fundamental exact sequence is that of [5].
In the particular case that A is a Q-module, then the group Vpext(G, N; A)
coincides with Sext~(N,A) of Wu [14], OpextG(N, A) of Huebschmann [4],
Ext(Q, G; A) of Loday [8], Sl/:::"HA(G~ Q) of Rinehart [12] and XextG(N, A)
of Ratcliffe [11], and the fundamental exact sequence corresponds to the ones
obtained in each of these papers.
Example 4.4. If V = Gr and A is a G-module, then the sequence obtained in
Example 4.2 is
O~H\Q, AN)~Hl(G, A)~H\N, A)Q~H2(Q, AN)
~H2(G, A)~Xpext(N Xl G, N; A).
In the special case that N acts trivially on A, the sequence is
O~H\Q, A).......:,H\G, A) ~HomQ(Nab' A) ~H2(Q, A)
.......:, R\G, A) .......:, XextNx,G(N, A)
where Xext NXI G(N, A) coincides with Coker(H2(G, A)~ H 2(N XI G, A».
This sequence has been obtained by Gut and Stammbach in [2].
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Example 4.5. If V= Ab, the variety of all abelian groups and A is a VG-module,
i.e., a trivial G-module, then the group Vpext(G, N; A) coincides with
ExtzCN, A). The sequence of eight terms is the sequence of the functor
Extz(-, A), and it coincides with the sequence of six terms obtained in Example
4.2.
Example 4.6. If V = Abq' the variety of the abelian groups of exponent q and A is
a VG-module, then A is a trivial G-module and moreover has the structure of
Z/qZ-module. In this case, the group Vpext(G, N; A) coincides with
ExtZ/qz(N, A), the fundamental exact sequence is that of the functor
ExtZ/qZ (-, A) and its first six terms are the sequence obtained in Example 4.2.
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